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1 Context

SMTCoq [AFG+11, EMT+17, HR19] is a plugin for the Coq interactive theorem prover, devel-
oped in collaboration between Université Paris-Saclay, the University of Iowa (US), the Univer-
sity of Stanford (US) and Inria Sophia Antipolis Méditerranée.

Its goal is to make Coq interact with external, automatic theorem provers based on satisfia-
bility (SAT and SMT), with a twofold objective:

• increase confidence in automatic provers, which are large programs that may be buggy, by
checking the answers they give;

• increase Coq automation by offering the possibility to call automatic provers without
compromising soundness.

SMTCoq thus allows users to automatically prove Coq goals mixing arithmetic reasoning and
data structures such as vectors, arrays, . . . by integrating various competitive automatic solvers
such as CVC4 and veriT.

The heart of SMTCoq is a checker for proof certificates coming from automatic provers,
implemented and proved correct inside Coq. This checker is able to check in a very efficient
and modular way answers coming from different SAT and SMT solvers. On top of this checker,
new Coq tactics allow users to call automatic solvers on Coq goals, automatically checking the
answers.

The objective of this project is to make SMTCoq efficient and reliable software, daily used
by Coq users.

2 Detailed project

SMTCoq is a large-scale academic software, distributed as an opam package for Coq. However,
some research and development work is needed to make it daily used by Coq users:

• design intensive tests and continuous integration

• improve reliability and proof reproducibility with respect to external provers

• follow day-to-day Coq development and automatic provers development

• study and increase SMTCoq performance

• increase SMTCoq expressivity (support higher-order aspects of Coq, add new theories,
. . . )

• promote SMTCoq and provide a daily support to users.
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3 Environment

The engineer will be part of the Inria team Deducteam of the research center Inria Saclay–
Île-de-France. This team’s research focuses on interoperability between proof systems. The
engineer will be a member of the Laboratoire Spécification et Vérification and the Laboratoire
de Recherche en Informatique in Université Paris-Saclay, both located at Orsay since Spring
2020.

4 Prerequisites

The engineer should have background in the Coq proof assistant and in OCaml.
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